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7 Common Use Cases for

Construction
Mobile Forms



Transforming the job site
The workplace has evolved drastically, shifting to incorporate new, dynamic tools to help 
streamline work and bolster productivity. Unfortunately, despite these advancements, field 
teams often are left in the digital dust – burdened by archaic, manual tools that hinder 
efficiency and welcome human error. These outdated tools not only result in costly delays 
and mistakes, but also create a chasm between field and back-office teams. 

One of the most common (and problematic) manual resources still used by field teams, are 
paper forms. Relying on paper forms to capture field data wastes time and money, 
resulting in outdated, incorrect and isolated data. 

Fortunately, elevating your data capture and improving your team’s efficiencies, is as 
simple as digitizing your forms for use on phones and tablets. With mobile, identical 
versions of your existing construction forms, field teams and back-office personnel can 
effortlessly improve their collaboration, productivity and data quality.  

Ready to learn how mobile forms can transform your construction operation? Read on 
to explore seven, real use cases for mobile construction forms.



Digital forms modernize operations1 and reduce administrative demands

Farrans Construction provides building and civil engineering services to the UK, Ireland and Europe. 
To read their full story visit www.goformz.com/customers. 

Results

Use Case Example

Forms used
Inspection Forms, Safety Checklists

Forms can be completed in the field without risk of damage or negligence
Once completed, forms are instantly available for processing
Forms are instantly consolidated within an integrated file management system
Savings of approximately 60 hours a day

∙∙
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Farrans digitized their forms collection, which can now be used to capture job-site data on 
phones and tablets in the field. Once forms have been completed and signed-off by an onsite 
engineer, an Automatic Workflow triggers the delivery of the form to the Site Secretary for 
further review and publishing to Farrans’ management system of choice.

Farrans Construction was burdened by the over 200 onsite forms that needed to be 
completed by hand, daily. These manual, paper forms were often lost or damaged by poor 
weather conditions, and required lengthy processing.

Image source: Farrans Construction Case Study



Automated calculations increase accuracy2 and save time

Oscar W. Larson Company provides automotive, airline, marine, restaurant and service industries with 
contracting solutions for all project needs. To read their full story visit www.goformz.com/customers. 

Oscar W. Larson regularly performs energy audits at customer sites, detailing the cost savings 
of alternative energy sources. With paper forms, reps would need to return to the office to 
complete calculations, generate a sales contract and print a proposal for signing – resulting in 
long delays and frequent errors. Adding to this burden were the 10,000+ paper timesheets 
that Oscar W. Larson personnel needed to rekey, throughout each year. 

Forms used
Energy audits, Timesheets, Inspections

Generated $10M in sales due to a faster, more accurate bidding process
Automated processing produces a savings of approximately $300K in labor costs

∙∙

With mobile forms and Automatic Calculations, audits now end with a digitally signed contract 
instead of a trip back to the office. Leveraging Automated Workflows, submitted timesheets 
now automatically update HR systems each time an employee records their hours.
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Use Case Example



Include project images in forms 3 (with sketches and comments)

DESHAZO designs, manufactures, installs and services overhead 
cranes and automation systems. To read their full story visit 
www.goformz.com/customers. 

DESHAZO crane teams relied upon digital cameras and paper forms to capture images and 
data at extreme heights, requiring photos be retroactively printed and stored. 

DESHAZO digitized their forms collection, allowing onsite teams 
to easily include contextual, visual data, like Images. No 
longer burdened by digital cameras or filing attachments, 
DESHAZO site Images can be easily input into forms and 
submitted with the document – no cameras, printing or filing 
required. 

Forms used
Energy audits, Timesheets, Inspections

Simplified the capture of new data types
Expedited data entry via Barcode Scanning
Refined billing cycles with referenceable PDFs 
and automations

∙∙∙
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Image source: DESHAZO Case Study
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Standardize, consolidate and centralize4 documentation

DESHAZO not only needed to capture contextual data types, but also standardize their 
documentation across each of their locations during their rapid operational growth. As the 
DESHAZO business grew, management began to notice irregularities in forms from location 
to location. Due to the distance between their many locations (which are spread across 
several states) along with the rigid nature of paper forms, ensuring DESHAZO’s over 
220,000 documents were designed and used in a uniform manner was extremely difficult. 

Forms used
Inspection Forms, Timesheets, Service Tickets

Fewer form irregularities between locations
More consistent branding on client-facing forms across every location

∙∙
Results

The accessibility of digital documents allowed the DESHAZO team to standardize their 
documentation. Now, DESHAZO personnel can simply generate a form using the same 
template, across each of their locations. This use case is incredibly impactful for contractors 
working with government entities, who require specific, standardized documents are 
completed. 

Use Case Example



Instantly submit forms to the office5 from the field

Roadbridge is an Irish Civil Engineering firm, with projects that include motorways, wind farms, golf courses, 
water schemes, site developments and gas pipelines. To read their full story visit www.goformz.com/
customers. 

Roadbridge teams relied on data capture via paper forms to deliver critical project 
information from a job-site to their back-office. This workflow not only required the hand-
delivery of forms, but also resulted in frequently incorrect data and long delays. An added 
frustration was the fragility of paper forms when completed in poor weather conditions, 
making data capture difficult or even impossible.

With mobile forms, Roadbridge teams can complete their work from job-sites (no matter the 
weather) and provide data to the back-office in real-time. Forms can even be completed 
offline and synced to the Cloud once a signal becomes available.

Forms used
Safety checklists, Site inspections, Permits

Easy, in-the-field data capture
Required fields eliminate incomplete data
Improved time efficiencies for staff and management
Simplified information sharing

∙∙∙∙
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Route forms to integrated applications to 6 reduce administrative overhead

Inspecta is an international supplier of NDT, testing, certification, testing, courses and inspection. To read 
their full story visit www.goformz.com/customers. 

Inspecta relied heavily upon their paper inspection forms to deliver many service solutions for 
industrial and field certifications. This was an incredibly manual process that required the 
management of cumbersome attachments, which were often stored separately from 
corresponding documents, across various locations.

Inspecta digitized not only their forms collection, but also their administrative processes. This 
workflow includes an integration in which information captured within mobile forms is 
automatically routed into Inspecta’s ServiceMax account, as soon as the form is completed. 
Leveraging this automation Inspecta teams eliminate the need for manual data capture, 
processing and record-keeping. 

Forms used
Inspections

15% increase in field efficiencies
Customer satisfaction improved via faster billing
Images can now be input directly into forms

∙∙∙
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Improve quality control & assurance with 7 real-time data from job sites

Oldcastle is North America’s leading manufacturer of building products and materials. To read their full story 
visit www.goformz.com/customers.  

Oldcastle needed a mobile forms platform that did not require IT support and could 
efficiently aggregate data, so that management could better monitor quality control 
within their precision manufacturing and rigorous pre-delivery inspection process.

Forms used
Quality Control, Damage Control

Improved quality control documentation speed and accuracy
Achieved greater insight into the production process
Saved $500K in production costs after identifying factory floor inefficiencies

∙∙∙
Results

Oldcastle used mobile, customizable versions of their quality control forms to collect, 
process and report on factory floor data, in real-time. With instantaneous access to 
factory floor data, management could better pinpoint workflow inefficiencies and 
address them faster. 

Use Case Example



Automating your construction data capture
Converting your forms collection to digital versions allows for the automation of common, 
tedious tasks. Leveraging Automated Workflows within your daily processes helps alleviate 
your team’s administrative burdens, while improving responsiveness and efficiencies 
throughout your operation. 

Instant sharing of completed forms to teammates, customers and partners
Automatic form storage to connected apps (e.g. Procore, ServiceMax)
Auto-Tagging of completed forms (e.g. customer names, user names, etc.) for 
optimized record-keeping and rapid form recall

∙∙∙

Mobile forms platforms like GoFormz integrate with…

Here are a few of the automations you can use to streamline your construction data 
capture, form sharing, record-keeping and more:

…and many more!



Digitizing with GoFormz

Visit us at www.goformz.com or contact us at 
sales@goformz.com to request a demo.

Streamlining your construction data capture, processing and implementation is as 
simple as digitizing your forms collection. With GoFormz, converting your paper 
forms to mobile versions is quick and easy, allowing your team to fill out forms on 
their phones and tablets – no IT or coding required. Here’s how it works:

Upload a JPG of PDF of your paper form to goformz.com
Drag-and-drop fields (like Drop Downs, Images and more) onto your Template
Configure your form’s List View (a small screen viewing mode)
Add workflow Triggers to automate form actions (like sharing and integrations)
Start filling out your forms on your mobile devices
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